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Abstract

An alternate lattice for SPEAR is presented, which has
a simtiar or sma~er emittance and improved stabfity com-
pared to the presently used Low Emittance Lattice. It
a~ows the removal of one and the movement of another
of the Low Beta quadruple famties. This creates two
long drift spaces of up to 18 m, that can be utfized to ac-

cept special insertion devices including long undulatory. A

phased approach wti be used to implement the new lattice
starting in 1994.

1 INTRODUCTION

The SPEAR Synchrotron Light Source has been using
a Low Emittance lattice (LBLE) [1] in recent years. The
lattice -had been developed from the high energy physics
lattice, that was used for electron-positron co~der experi-
ments. The new Iattice became possible after moving one
of the two positron kickers to form a new three kicker injec-
tion bump for electrons in combination with the existing
two electron injection kickers.

Two of the major advantages of the new lattice are a
reduced emittance (by a factor of four) and a sma~er dis-
persion function at the locations of the rf cavities. The lat-
ter made SPEAR much less sensitive to instabfities (esp.
synchr~betatron couphng) and ended the times of regular
beam loss during the energy ramp.

Qne of the features of the old co~ding beam optics st~
remains in the new lattice: Low Beta insertions in the long
straight sections.

During 1993 it became apparent that it would be de-
sirable to replace the large power supply for one of the
insertion quadruples (Q2) with a new, more modern de-
vice. A study of the maximum power requirements and of
possible lattice modifications to reduce those requirements
for that quadruple famfly led to the development of the
lattice modifications that are presented in this paper.

2 DESCRIPTION OF LATTICE
MODIFICATIONS

SPEAR is using a FODO lattice with four-fold symme-
try. Every quadrant consists of two regular arc ce~s, two
matching ce~s and an insertion region. The arc cefls and
the first matching ce~ have a D/2-0-F-O-F-O-D/2 struc-

ture, the second matching ceH has a D/2-O-F-D/2 struc-
ture and the insertion region is a D/2-O-F-O-D-O com-
bination. T-here is a total of eig~ di~erent quadruple
famfies involved.
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2.1 New Insertion Section

The major change towards the new lattice is the removal
of one quadruple famfiy from the insertion region, reduc-
ing that region to a D/2-0-F-0 structure. This wfi ini=
tidy be done by turning off the existing de- focussing Q3

quadruple. The five remaining quadruple famfies in the
insertion region and in the two matching regions can be ad-
justed to match the horizontal and vertical beta-functions
and the dispersion function, and to minimize the emittance
contribution of that part of the lattice. These quadruples
dso dow for tune adjustments in both planes.

The removal of one quadruple famdy reduces the verti-
cal beta-function in the remaining insertion quadruples,
increasing it’s value at the symmetry point. This results
in a significantly sma~er vertical phase advance in that
region, thus reducing the vertical tune.

Another degree of freedom is the longitudinrd position
of the focussing quadruple (Q2, or a new magnet QFO)
in the insertion section. The center of that quadruple is
presently 4.24 m away from the symmetry point. We are
considering to move it as far away as 9.4 m, which would
create up to 18 m of quadrupole-free straight section.

Components that are presently located within this re-
gion, such as corrector magnets, BPMs, rotated quadru-
ples and, in the north-west insertion region one of the
three injection kickers, would have to be relocated and/or
re-designed in order to be able to fu~y ut%ze that space.
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Figure 1: optical Functions of the MVD1 lattice.

2.2 Emittance Contribution of the Arc Cefls

The modification to the insertion and matching region
reduces the vertical tune by about 1.5 units whfle leav-
ing the horizontal tune b~icdy unchanged. That Iattice
(NOQ~O) has the same optical functions in the arc ce~s as
the present (LBLE) lattice and requires only minor modi-
fications to the strengths of the injection bumps, which are
described below.

The lattice has an increased emittance and the horizon-
tal and vertical tunes are on opposite sides of an integer va-
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ue, which brings the operating
imity to differace resonances.
effects.

point in undesirable prox-
It is possible to cure both

Table 1: Quadruple focussing strengths in units of m-2

LBLE NOQSO NOQSI MVD1

Q3 -0.932
\

Q2/QFo 0.370 0.079 0.079 0.577

Q1 -0.254 -0.264 -0.263 -0.539

QFA 0.769 0.751 0.803 0.799

QDA -0.721 -0.640 -0.656 -0.652

QFB 0.471 0.545 0.515 0.466

QD -0.668 -0.668 -0.673 -0.673

QF 0.428 0.428 0.452 0.452

The horizontal phase advance per arc ce~ produces an
emittance contribution that is not the lowest possible. An
increase of the horizontal phase advance reduces the emit-
tance contribution to a minimum and is enough to compen-
sate for the increased emittance contribution of the modi-
fied insertion section.

These modifications can be done for W considered po-
sitions of the focussing quadruple in the insertion region.
In this paper we WN name the lattices with modified arc
optics that correspond to the extreme positions of that
quadruple “NOQSl” and “MVD1”, respectively. The k-
vdues are fisted in table 1. The optical functions of the
MVD1 lattice are displayed in figure 1.

Table 2: Comparison of machine parameters that de-
p~nd on the lattice modification

t
LBLE NOQ30 NOQSI MVD1

Vx 6.820 ~ 6.760 7.200 7.200

Vy 6.720 5.300 5.300 5.300

(;at -12.7 -10.0 -12.2 -10.7

(nat -16.7 -13.0 -13.5 -13.4

~nat 130.0 158.9 130.7 123.2 nmrd

a 1.68 1.61 1.49 1.54 IO-2

F 0.3 0.05 0.3 0.5 m, 1 I

Dn Ap 22 62 58 I 62 u

p;ym 3.7 34.8 46,4 8.9 m
@y. 0.12 4.4 5.1 7.4 m

3 COMPARISON BETWEEN OLD
.

AND NEW LATTICE

Table 2 Ests parameters that depend on the change in
lattices. The chromaticities, (~,~t, are reduced and the mo-
mentum compaction, a, is sma~er.

Table 3: Horizontal Tune Sensitivity kX~ x

I LBLE I NOQ30 I NOQ31 I MVD1
I 1 , t I

Q3 -2.05

Q2/QFo 7.33 0.68 1.51 1,72

Q1 -0.29 -0.20 -0.18 -0.63

QFA 1.52 3.69 2.78 1.60

QDA -0.14 -0.18 -0.10 -0.10

QFB 1.24 1.42 1.69 1.52

QD -0.39 -0.39 -0.28 -0,28

QF 5.64 5.64 7.43 7.43

As mentioned above, one of the improvements that came

with the LBLE lattice was the reduction of the horizontal
dispersion function ~ in the RF cavities. The LBLE
lattice reduced the average value from 1.5 m down to about

0.3 m. The modified lattices keep that value or increme it
only stightly.

Table 4: Vertical Tune Sensitivity kY~

LBLE NOQ30 NOQ31 MVD1

Q3 10.03

Q2/QFo -1.97 -0.29 -0.29 -1.95

Q1 0.54 2.40 2.40 4.54

QFA -1.27 -1.67 -1.67 -1.53

QDA 4.26 4.22 4.22 3.95

QFB -0.28 -0.31 -0.31 -0.28

QD 9.52 10.02 10.02 10.02

QF -1.29 -1.37 -1.37 -1.37

The sensitivities of the betatron tunes to strength vari-

ations of the insertion region quadruples are shown in
tables 3 and 4. The power supphes used for the SPEAR

magnets are old and their stabfization is poor compared to
modern standards. The new lattices take quadruples out
that are among the ones that contribute strong to tune

movement and tune osctiations and reduce the impact of
other quadruples, significantly.

The performance of the SPEAR synchrotron Eght source

suffers from transverse beam position movements, the
largest of them show a diurnal cycle dependence. The

amphtude of the movement without corrective measures

is in the order of mfimeter. These movements have been
traced down to fluctuations in the transverse positions of

the Q2 and Q3 quadruples. Tables 5 and 6 Lst the or-
bit amphfication factors. The lattice modifications remove
the quadruple famdy with the largest ampEfication fac-
tors and greatly reduce the amphfication factors of other
quadruple famfies.

The dynamic aperture of the LBLE lattice is rather
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Table 5: Horizont rd Orbit Amphfication Factors ‘~~~~.~ that the NOQ31 lattice requires a polarity change for the
central kicker.

LBLE NOQSI MVD1

m

Table 7: Kick strengths in slow and fast injection bumps.
1

LBLE NOQ30 NOQSI MVD1

1.1 1.4 1.2 1.6 mrK3S4

K16S17 0.6 0.4 -0.5 0.1

1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3
QFA 2.90 3.56 2.68

QDA 0.80 0.68 0.58

QFB 2.00 2.28 2.04

QD 0.40 0.38 2.00

QF 1.80 2.01 0.33

mr

K14S15

16BB2T

mr

2.0 I 3.1 2.8 I 2.8 mr

16BB1T -1.1 -0.9 0.5 0.4 mr

15BB2T 2.1 2.5 3.3 3.3 mr
I

15BB1T 1.0 I 2.0 I 1.7 1.7

lAm~l. I 30 I 40 I 40 I 40
sma~, 22 u or about 36 mm horizonta~y at the injection
septum, barely enough to hold the newly injected beam.
For the modified lattices the vrdue is increased by almost
a factor of three. The vrdues are bted in table 2.

,

t

5 INSTALLATION

We are in the process of instting the new lattice in a
phased approach. First attempts, carried out in the be-
ginning of 1994, to inject into the NOQS lattice without
any hardware modifications were unsuccessful due to the
aperture imitations as mentioned above.

We are presently budding a re-designed vacuum cham-
ber for the insertion section that gives a significantly larger

aperture and should dow to operate the NOQ3 lattices
with the Q3 magnet st~ in place. The bmiting aperture

wti then be given by synchrotron radiation masks. This
keeps the option open to switch back to the LBLE lat-
tice in case unexpected problems occur. The new vacuum
chamber WU be instaUed during the shutdown in FaU of
1994.

The tests of the NOQ3 lattice with modified hardware
WW be carried out early in 1995. If these tests are success-
ful, more extensive hardware modifications could fo~ow:
the replacement of the Q2, Q3 magnets and power sup
pfies by one smder more efficient magnet and one smder
power supply. The implementation of the MVD 1 lattice
depends on proposals to use the long straight sections.

Table 6: Vertical Orbit AmpEfication

LBLE NOQ31

Q3 7.30

3.65

3.89

2.82

+

4.09

0.96

+

1.91

0.83

~ INJECTION

SPEAR uses injection into the horizontal phase space. A
static four-corrector bump is used to support a fast three-
kicker bump in moving the closed orbit towards the in-
jection septum, The Septum is 57 mm away from the
un-bumped closed orbit. Each of the bumps moves the
beam presently about 15 mm towards the septum, st~
leaving injection osc~ations with initial ampbtudes of 25
to 30 mm at the septum. These osctiations WM produce
even larger amplitudes at the new higher-beta region of
the NOQ3 lattices in the insertion section (see ~~ym in
table 2), requiring a large beam-stay-clear. The existing
vacuum chamber in the vicinity of the Q3 magnet, close to
the symmetry point, had been designed with the low beta
insertion in -mind, optimized for coKding beam operation.
A re-de~ign of that part of the vacuum ~hamber is neces-
sary in order to be able to inject into the NOQ3 lattices.
The relative magnet strengths for both injection bumps
have been re-cdculated for the new lattice and are fisted
in table 7. The total bump amphtude for the new lattices
wti be increased to reduce the injection osc~ations. Note
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